Adding Images
Images on Wikipedia

You’ll notice that articles on Wikipedia often have images included in them.

They are usually photographs of the article’s subject.
Images on Wikipedia

Most Wikipedia images, like this one, are files that were uploaded to Wikimedia Commons.
Adding images in your Sandbox

Open your sandbox to try uploading an image and see how it works!

Go to your toolbar and click Insert, then Media.
Here, you can search **Wikimedia Commons** for *relevant images* and add them to your Sandbox.
Alternatively, you can click the **Upload** tab and then **Select a file** from your computer to upload a new image to Wikimedia Commons.
You’ll notice that you have to **license** the work when you upload and confirm that you own the copyright to the file. If you plan on uploading an image this way, [click here](#) to learn more about this particular Creative Commons license.
You can also use the Wikimedia Commons Upload Wizard here to upload an image under a different license.

Once you’ve uploaded your file, click “Use a different license” to see the other Creative Commons licenses available for use.
Choosing different licenses will affect how others can use or share the image you upload.

Click here to learn more about each one of these licenses.
Fair Use is a legal provision that allows you to use a copyrighted image in certain contexts — for example, this Cindy Sherman photograph we’re showing you here (for educational purposes!)

If you want to use an image under Fair Use, you can’t upload it to Wikimedia Commons, which is an international project. Fair use is a legal concept specific to the U.S.

If you absolutely need to upload an image that is licensed under fair use, you can upload it directly to English Wikipedia, but it’s discouraged.
Fair Use and English Wikipedia

Here's an example of an artistic work that was uploaded under Fair Use for the article about Kara Walker.

You can click here to access the upload form for English Wikipedia.

Fair use in Kara Walker

Though this image is subject to copyright, its use is covered by the U.S. fair use laws because:

1. This is a historically significant work that could not be conveyed in words.
2. Inclusion is for information, education, and analysis only.
3. Its inclusion in the article(s) adds significantly to the article(s) because it shows a major type of work produced by the artist.
4. The image is a low resolution copy of the original work and would be unlikely to impact sales of prints or be usable as a desktop backdrop.
5. It is not replaceable with an uncopyrighted or freely copyrighted image of comparable educational value.
Congrats!

You’ve mastered this lesson on **Adding Images**, and are ready to learn to **Create a New Article**.